Referral program

This Referral program is made in pursuance and definitions of the Terms of use
<https://ecos.am/en/info/terms_of_use,

https://ecos.finance/en/info/terms_of_use>

(the Agreement) as follows:
ECOS-M invites new users and you may get to your account on the Platform (this
website or ECOS application (on App Store and Google play)) a referral reward on
terms of this Referral program.

The user (the «referrer»), who is registered on the Platform, can generate one or
several links (the «referral links») on the Platform which lead to the new user
registration page.

The referrer by providing a referral link for registration of new users who used that
referral link (the «referral») gets following reward: 7 % of the referral’s cloud-mining
contract hash rate purchased by the referral as a first purchase after registration, 5%
- of the others purchased by the corresponding referral cloud mining contracts hash
rate.
The reward due this Referral program is a cloud mining contract with the hash rate
corresponding to purchased referral’s cloud mining contract – 7% or 5% accordingly
– and with the same duration.
Number of referral links is not limited.
EXCLUSIONS of this Referral program: It is prohibited to use a referral link of an
account owned, controlled by or affiliated with the same person, create multiple
accounts or misuse it any other way by making activities that do not lead to engaging
new people to the Platform (hereinafter «fraud»). ECOS has an internal system
identifying fraud. In case such fraud is identified, the penalty can be applied as to the
account-owner of the referral link (up to blocking) so to its referrals.

EXAMPLE:
User «A» is a registered user on the website www.ecos.am, user «A» generated a
referral link and shared it with friends. Users «B» and «C» clicked that referral link
and got to the Platform, user «B» had no accounts on the Platform before that, user

«C» had one account already and decided to register one more, they both registered
accounts on the Platform and purchased 3 same cloud mining contracts, and here is
the reward that user «A» will get in relation to the contracts that were purchased by
users «B» and «C»:
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Nothing: because user «C» was not a new user and
already had an account on the Platform

